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Yahoo Sports Canada VideosHost William Lou recaptured the Toronto Raptors' 111-100 victory over the Charlotte Hornets in the preseason. Three stars: Matt Thomas, Malachi Flynn, OG Anunoby - Gerald Henderson Award: Miles BridgesToronto Raptors rookie Malachi Flynn was as good as advertised, helping the
team to a 111-100 preseason win over the Charlotte Hornets.Watch the highlights from Anthony Joshua's KO victory over Kubrat Pulev on DAZN. Yahoo Sports Canada VideosRaptors head coach Nick Nurse hopes to give everyone playing time during the first preseason game, but he made sure to give a shout out to
those who shone against the Hornets.Entering the first week of the fantasy football playoffs, be sure to check this ranking before setting up your lineup. The Columbus Crew got two goals from Lucas Zelarayán to upset the defending champion Seattle Sounders and win the 2020 MLS Cup.Florida College Football Playoff
hopes have gone up in smoke. USA Hockey has announced 25 players who will be fit for America at the world junior hockey championships in Edmonton.Trump has attended four Army-Navy games since 2016.We track every famous free agent signing in the 2020-21 MLB offseason and provide you with details about
the deal. Plus: What it means for your fantasy team. A total of 1,790 people who entered Canada during the COVID-19 pandemic have received special ministerial permission to pass through quarantine — because their travel is considered in the national interest. Most exceptions - 84 percent - are given to professional
sports league players and staff, and 15 percent are given to business travelers. When Canada closed its borders for unnecessary travel in late March, it required incoming travelers to be quarantined for 14 days as a security precaution. Many important workers are exempt from the requirements. And, under federal rules,
three ministers - Foreign Minister François-Philippe Champagne, Public Safety Minister Bill Blair and Immigration Minister Marco Mendicino - have the power to release visitors from quarantine, if their cases are in the national interest. The release of the ministers' quarantine was made in consultation with the Public
Health Agency of Canada and local health authorities. Those released must follow mandated health measures such as the wearing of masks and physical distancing. The government has not publicly defined what kind of case qualifies as being in the national interest. As a result, the release of quarantine has sparked
concerns about the approval process. Just to say there's something in the national interest isn't good enough, said Jack Harris, MP for St. John's East and a public safety critic of the NDP. It's a matter of judgment. The question is, is the judgment done correctly? CBC News requested each of the three ministerial
departments — Global Affairs, Immigration, and Safety — for details on the release of quarantines of their national interests, including why they were granted. The Global Affairs Global Affairs Exemption says the department has granted 273 quarantine exemptions. The vast majority - 265 - are business mobility
exemptions granted to business travelers to perform certain jobs or tasks in Canada deemed to be in the national interest, spokeswoman Ciara Trudeau said in an email. They should absolutely justify the proximity of their travel destinations to Canada. The approval process was called into question after CBC News
reported that Global Affairs granted quarantine exemptions to UPS executive Nando Cesarone for a business trip to Toronto in October. Cesarone, president of U.S. operations for global shipping giant UPS, used business travel to lobby Ontario employees to accept the company's new contract offer. The union says it's
mystical why Cesarone was allowed to enter Canada and pass through quarantine. We believe the government needs to explain itself about that one, said Christopher Monette, director of public affairs for Teamsters Canada. Global Affairs declined to comment, citing the federal Privacy Act. WATCH IT | UPS executives
grant exemptions to Canadian quarantine: In light of the reasons behind its 265 business mobility exemptions, Global Affairs initially provided only a general explanation, citing the Privacy Act. After CBC News pressed for more information, Trudeau's spokesman said exceptions were given to individuals in industries such



as film, aerospace, manufacturing and energy to support Canadian jobs and Canada's economic recovery. He said 250 exemptions were granted to licensed pilots and aerospace workers, some of whom needed to enter Canada for training. For others, he said, their presence is contractually necessary to complete the
sale and delivery of Canadian-made aircraft. Sports gave 'canadians some 'normal'' office Immigration Minister Mendicino said he had granted quarantine exemptions to 1,503 athletes and professional staff with the National Hockey League, Major League Football and Major League Baseball. Football and baseball
players enter Canada just for practice. The NHL, which hosts games in Canada, separates players and staff from the general public in controlled zones - known as bubbles. In strict health and safety constraints, these exceptions are given to support economic growth and recovery, and to give Canadians some 'normality'
during very difficult times, said Alexander Cohen, press secretary to Minister Mendicino. Public Safety Minister Bill Blair's office said he had granted quarantine exemptions to 14 people. including three employees in the shipbuilding industry and five American General Motors representatives involved in contract talks to
ratify new agreements for Ontario workers. The union, Unifor, told CBC News that direct contract negotiations were needed and that COVID-19 safety precautions were taken. Compassion exemption To be sure, the number of national interest exemptions is small compared to how many important and other workers have
entered Canada since March without being required to quarantine. That number amounts to more than five million, according to the Canadian Border Services Agency. However, granting an exception to business executives did not put Chris McDonald, who felt he had to fight to see his brother before he died. On October
8, the federal government loosened its travel restrictions to allow some travelers in quarantine to temporarily violate them for compassionate reasons, such as visiting dying relatives. The day after the rule change, Chris McDonald - who lives in California - applied for quarantine exemption to immediately visit his severely
ill brother Dean in Winnipeg. After repeatedly following up on calls and emails to the government, and sharing his story with CBC News, McDonald got approval on Oct 15 - just days before his brother died. It was very, very stressful, very frustrating, and really a lot of heartache because I felt like I might not be able to see
my brother, he said. McDonald said he was disappointed to hear about UPS executives having to go through quarantine for business trips. Everything he did could have been done over Zoom, McDonald's suggested. I have to be there with my brother to... Hold his hand, be by his side. The Gators' gruelling hangover
provided a dawning opportunity for some programs around college football. Here are the playoff opportunities that reverberate through the Florida flop. It was a remarkable display of courage from both men in a fight that should at least be in conversation for Fight of the Year.It 2020 is a Fight of the Year type fight that
demands a rematch. Oats said he personally called the Duke's trainer to apologize. Two-time reigning NBA MVP Giannis Antetokounmpo got spooked just four minutes into Saturday night's 112-102 exhibition loss for rebounding and getting into position in Antetokounmpo. The two collided, with the Milwaukee star
coming down to the court. With play continuing, he shifted across the finish line and sat with his head in his hands before the Bucks called time out. The injury did not come close to slowing Antetokounmpo. He came back and scored 25 points and pulled down 10 rebounds. Khris Middleton scored 18 points while Bobby
Portis and D.J. Wilson had 14 a.m. As soon as I get back to the room the doctor examined my eyes, I feel good. I want to go out there and play, he said. It was the first match of the I don't want to just play two minutes and sit the rest of the game. I decided to go out there, move on, play with my teammates and just enjoy
this first game. It's great to be out there, great to go out there, have fun with my teammates and compete and just play basketball again. Coach Mike Budenholzer said medical staff are trying to decide if he needs to get some stitches in his eye. ... Quite shallow pieces. They put it together. He's fine. Just a little knock, a
little blood. I don't think anything more than that. Luka Doncic and Maxi Kleber scored 13 points adrift of Dallas and Jalen Brunson had 10. RAPTORS 111, HORNETS 100At Charlotte, North Carolina, Matt Thomas scored 16 points and Terence Davis had 13 for the Raptors. Rookie Malachi Flynn had an impressive
debut, scoring nine points on three 3-point play, including consecutive shots from behind the arc in the third quarter. Flynn, Mountain West Conference Player of the Year in his lone season at San Digo State, also had four assists. The loss spoiled hornets debuts from veteran Gordon Hayward and rookie LaMelo Ball.
Hayward, who was acquired from Boston, scored 11 points. Ball, the third overall pick in the draft, did not score but had 10 rebounds and four assists in 16 minutes. JAZZ 119, SUNS 105In Salt Lake City, Jordan Clarkson scored 19 points and Nigel Williams-Goss had 15 to lead the Jazz over the Suns, who were without
newcomers Chris Paul and Dario Saric.Paul missed the game with a sore right ankle and Saric had right quad soreness. Langston Galloway scored 17 and Devin Booker had 16 for the Suns. Deandre Ayton had 11 points and 14 rebounds. WARRIORS 107, NUGGETS 105At San Francisco, Stephen Curry took his pre-
game tunnel shot to a new level - literally - before helping the Warriors to victory in their exhibition opener. Curry usually takes long shots from the tunnel, but on Saturday night made a shot from above in the stands during the warm-up. He then scored 10 points in the Warriors' first game since March 10, before the 2019-
20 season was halted due to the coronavirus pandemic. The Warriors finished last in the NBA and missed the playoffs following five consecutive trips to the NBA Finals. They even missed going into a bubble in Florida, the format for restarting the season after the COVID-19 shutdown. Kent Bazemore scored 13 points
and Damion Lee 12 for the Warriors, who have eight new players. The Warriors made 11 of 40 3-point play. Nine of their first 10 shots came from behind the arc. Mychal Mulder made three 3-point 3s in the fourth quarter and finished with 10 points. Nikola Jokic had 26 points and 10 for Denver.THUNDER 121, SAN
ANTONIO SPURS 108At, Theo Maledon scored 20 points and Mike Muscala had 18 for the Thunder, who held off the Spurs. Hamidou Diallo, Frank Jackson and Aleksej Pokusevski scored 14 Diallo also had 10 rebounds. Isaiahs Roby had 11 rebounds to go with seven points. Patty Mills scored 24 for the Spurs while
Rudy Gay had 15.CAVALIERS 107, PACERS 104At Cleveland, Cedi Osman scored 23 points and rookie Isaac Okoro had 18 on his debut for the Cavaliers, who scored 42 points in the fourth quarter. Okoro was the fifth overall pick of Auburn.Domantas Sabonis and Malcolm Brogdon scored 16 points a game for the
Pacers while Myles Turner added 14.GRIZZLIES 107, TIMBERWOLVES 105 MinneapolisAt, Ja Morant had 20 points and 11 assists as Memphis held off Minnesota. Jonas Valanciunas added 13 points and Kyle Anderson and Desmond Bane each had 12. Jaylen Nowell leads the Timberwolves with 22, D'Angelo Russell
has 14 and Karl-Anthony Towns 13.The Associated PressThe Nets star declined to speak to reporters. At least one of his peers was enjoying the show. It was Oliveira's eighth consecutive victory and by far the most significant of his career. The longest college football season ever was a limp toward the finish. And for
some programs, the 2020 season has been quite painful. COLUMBUS, Ohio -- Lucas Zelarayán scored midway through the first half and added a clincher in the 82nd minute and the Columbus Crew won their second MLS Cup title, beating the defending champion Seattle Sounders 3-0 on Saturday night. Derrick
Etienne Jr. also scored in the first 45 minutes for Columbus. The Crew withsted Seattle's second-half pressure and finally celebrated after Zelarayán's goal. Zelarayán, this year's MLS newcomer and the biggest signing in franchise history, was the best player on the field on the night the crew played with short hands.
Columbus is without midfielders Darlington Nagbe and Pedro Santos after both tested positive for COVID-19 this week. Despite his absence, Crew is the obviously better side and Zelarayán is inciting. Columbus claimed its first title since 2008 and denied Seattle the chance to become only the fourth back-to-back
champion in league history. The Sounders, playing in their fourth final in five years, are trying to become the first repeat champions since LA Galaxy in 2011-12.This year's champions have ties to Toronto FC and Canadian football. Crew is led by president and general manager Tim Bezbatchenko, who previously won the
MLS Cup title with Toronto FC in 2017 as GM and vice president of their football operations. Assistant GM Corey Wray and Jaime McMillan, vice president of administration and football operations, are also former staff members of TFC's front office. Pat Onstad, Crews technical director and vice president of football
operations, has 60 caps to his name as a goalkeeper for the Canadian national team. Crew defender Josh Williams also two seasons, 2015 and 2016, with Toronto.It was his first appearance in the finals for Columbus since 2015 when crews were denied the title by Timbers and current Columbus coach Caleb Porter.
The franchise was almost relocated just a few years ago, but efforts to keep the team in Columbus proved successful and now there is a championship to celebrate. The loss of Nagbe and Santos seems to be the biggest story entering the finals. It was the first time this season Columbus played without one of the players
in its lineup. But their team-mates - namely Zelarayán - made their absence moot. Zelarayán scored in the 25th minute from a perfect pass from Harrison Afful, got behind Seattle fullback Alex Roldan and snared his left-footed volley past goalie Stefan Frei. Six minutes later, Zelarayán made a smart play finding Etienne
and his curling shot gave Columbus a 2-0 lead. Etienne began replacing Santos. Obviously, you go one goal down, it's okay. But down two of course daggers, said Seattle coach Brian Schmetzer. That's something you have to give credit to Columbus. And Zelarayán showed patience before rocketing a left-footed shot
past Frei for the final goal. Zelarayán was third in the MLS Cup final with two goals and the first since Alecko Eskandarian in 2004.Seattle needed a frantic comeback in the final 15 minutes of the Western Conference final against Minnesota United just to reach the MLS Cup. Down 2-0 to Minnesota, the Sounders scored
three times, including gustav Svensson's winner in stoppage time from a corner. The deficit was the same for most of the second half against Columbus, but seattle's comeback miracle just five days earlier was absent. The Sounders had plenty of chances in the second half, but the effort failed to find the net. Nicolas
Lodeiro's shot through traffic in the 71st minute deflected wide. Three minutes later, Svensson's header from a corner failed to find the target. Jordan Morris had the last good look for Seattle in the 80th minute, but his header was saved by Eloy Room.Schmetzer said afterward that Lodeiro was dealing with a calf strain
that limited his effectiveness. It's certainly not a good way to end your season, Schmetzer said. But I would circle back and say that clubs, teams, do come back through some adversity, and make it to another final, back to back, which is very difficult to do in a league like MLS with parity. ___\--With files from The
Canadian PressMore AP soccer: and Associated Press Press
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